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Abstract

Electrocardiograms (ECG) remain the main noninvasive
tool that cardiologists use first for examining CAD in
clinical practice. Since the invention of cardiograph, the
cardiologists following the original Eindhoven
construction traditionally have been using 12 lead
electrodes kit for registering ECGs. However, together
with development of telemedicine the one lead electrode
ECG registering is in high demand. The heart, being a self-
sustained oscillatory system could be possibly analyzed
through studying the Fourier spectrum features of the
ECG registered by any of the 12 conventional leads, which
remind electricity consumer’s lines going from a central
generating power station – the heart. So far, any lead as
any electrical line may contain the overwhelming heart
dynamic characteristics by analogy with the parameters of
the central electric generator.
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Introduction
A group of Chinese researches has suggested a new method

for early detection of myocardial ischemia
cardiodynamicsgram (CDG) [1,2] in which cardio signals
received from 12 leads were converted into three signals and
on their basis the attractors for healthy people ECGs as well as
for patients with myocardial ischemia, undefinable by ECG
pattern [3], were built.

As it was shown in the paper [4], the heart can be
interpreted as a multi degrees of freedom dynamic system
possessing with such modes of functioning as regular beatings,
fibrillation, and special kind of dynamics in cases of ischemia.
To cover these modes of functioning a simple mathematical

model including non-linear resonance concept [5] has been
elaborated. The model included two additively and
parametrically coupled Van der Pol equations with a time lag.
The work of the model resulted in generating the model ECG
Fourier spectrum close to that of regular ECGs registered in 10
healthy patients and in 4 patients with post myocardial
infarction ischemia as well. Since the heart represents an open
thermodynamic system, another approach can be applied to
its analysis, based on the Lorenz system [6], which the author
suggested for the description of the perturbed flow dynamics.
Accounting that the Van der Pol equation with a time lag is
reduced to the Lorenz system of equations [7,8] we can use
two additively and parametrically coupled Lorenz systems for
describing the heart electrical activity, which look in the
following way:��1�� = �1�1− �1�1− �1�2− �1 = 0��1�� = � �1 1− �1− �1�1− �1�2− �2 = 0��1�� = �1�1− �1�1(1 + �1�2)− �3 = 0��2�� = �2�2− �2�2− �2�1− �4 = 0��2�� = �2�2− �2− �2�2− �2�1− �5 = 0��2�� = �2�2− �2�2(1 + �2�1)− �6 = 0

 (1)

Where x1 is the magnitude proportional to the distortion of
the ionic whole myocardium surface flowing current profile
from linearity, x2 is the magnitude proportional to the ionic
current flowing through the myocardium surface locality, y2 is
the magnitude proportional to the electric potential difference
between the external and internal surfaces of the myocardium
locality, z2 is the magnitude proportional to the distortion of
the ionic myocardium locality surface flowing current profile
from linearity, a1,a2,b1,b2,c1,c2,d1,d2,e1,e2,k1,k2 constant
coefficients, F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6 - random functions.
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The computer study of the model (1) manifested solutions
in a form of Fourier spectra close to real ECG Fourier spectra of
healthy people (Figures 1 and 2). Worth emphasizing, that
running the program in succession revealed its
correspondence to the described earlier the FPU auto
recurrence type of dynamics characterized for the ECG Fourier
spectrum (Figures 3-7).
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Figure 1 Fourier spectrum of the model electrocardiogram
of a healthy patient. Note: Horizontal axis - frequency
vertical axis - amplitude, conditional units.
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Figure 2 3D attractor image of model (1) solution reflecting
the dynamics of electrical heart activity characteristic for
healthy persons. Note: Axis x1+x2, y1+y2, z1+z2 conditional
units.
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Figure 3 Fourier spectrum of the model electrocardiogram
of a patient with myocardial ischemia. Horiz.axis - frequency
vert.axis - amplitude, conditional units.
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Figure 4 3D attractor image of model (1) solution reflecting
the dynamics of electrical heart activity characteristic for
patients with myocardial ischemia axis x1+x2, y1+y2, z1+z2
conditional units.
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Figure 5 Fourier spectrum of model electrocardiogram
corresponding to the state of fibrillation of the heart
muscle. Horiz.axis – frequency, vert.axis - amplitude,
conditional units.
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Figure 6 3D strange attractor image of model (1) solution
reflecting the dynamics of electrical heart activity
characteristic for fibrillation mode corresponding to the
strange attractor solution of the Lorenz system. Axis x1+x2,
y1+y2, z1+z2 conditional units.
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Figure 7 3D attractor image of model (1) solution reflecting
stoppage of the dynamics of electrical heart activity in
modeling asystole mode and turning 3D attractor into two
dimensional one. Axis x1+x2, y1+y2, z1+z2 conditional units.

Discussion
The main result of the research is that it was proven through

mathematical modeling and the computer study of real ECGs
Fourier spectra of cardiological patients that the coupled
Lorenz system is able to describe the 3D electrical dynamics of
such attractor media as myocardial tissue manifesting different
attractor pictures for healthy individuals and patients with
myocardial ischemia as well as the fibrillation mode of heart
corresponding to the strange attractor solution of the Lorenz
system. The asystole mode was characterized by turning 3D
attractor into two dimensional one. Using the proposed Lorenz
approach allowed to come to conclusion that one lead
electrical signal from the heart instead of conventionally used
12 leads may contain the overwhelming heart dynamic
characteristics including the features of the ECG Fourier
spectra and distinguish “healthy” attractors from
“pathological” ones. Moreover, the Lorenz approach may
reveal some small attractors, arising at the background of the
main ECG attractor and being characteristic of other not only
heart disorders.

Conclusion
The laws of thermos convection proved to be applicable to

the description of the ionic current flowing in the myocardial
tissue within the framework of the Lorenz system. Classical
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solution of the Lorenz system in the strange attractor form
corresponded in the model to the heart fibrillation mode. It
says in favor of universality of distributed dynamic systems
possessing order to chaos mode of functioning. Together with
that healthy and some pathological sates of heart may be
possibly manifested in the attractor parameters of coupled
Lorenz systems.
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